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Step 1: Backup old device
1. If possible, connect to Wi-Fi. If Wi-Fi is not available, 

you can also choose to use cellular data, but it will count 
against your monthly data usage.

2. Open Settings.

3. Tap on Backup & Reset.
On some devices, you can tap on the search icon inside of 
settings and type “backup” to quickly find this setting.

4. Toggle on Back Up My Data.

5. Verify that the correct Google Account is associated 
with the backup.

6. Toggle on Automatic Restore to restore settings and 
data when re-installing apps.

Many recent Android devices can be backed up to a Google account and then restored from this backup, carrying over all data and 
settings from your old phone to your new one. Backing your data up to your Google Account also allows you to keep your data  when you 
return or exchange a phone.
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7. Open the Photos app.

8. If this it your first time using the app, toggle 
Back up & sync to on when you see the 
welcome screen.

9. You can tap Change settings on the 
welcome screen if you want to change the 
upload size or wish to allow uploads using  
a cellular connection.

10. If you already have the Photos app set up, 
your photos may already be uploaded. 
Look for a Backup Complete message in 
the upper right side of the photo gallery.

11. Outside of your main  photo gallery, you 
may need to manually toggle on Backup  
& Sync for each specific album.

12. Wait for backup to complete before moving 
on to the setup of your new device. The 
time for the backup to complete will vary 
depending on the amount of photos, videos, 
and other data stored on the old device.
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1. Start new device setup.

2. Select your preferred language, 
and then tap Get Started.

3. When asked how you would like 
to setup your new device, tap 
Keep your apps & data. 

4. When asked where you want   
to bring your data from, tap  
Your Google Account.

5. Select Wi-Fi Network.
 If Wi-Fi is not available, you can also 

choose to use cellular data, but it will 
count against your monthly data usage.

6. Accept privacy and other notices, 
if they appear.

7. You will now see a Google Account 
login screen. Enter your account 
credentials, and Accept the Google 
terms of service.
Depending on your security settings, you 
may need to authorize your new device via 
a text message code or other methods.

8. Choose your privacy and other 
settings for your Google Account, 
then tap Next.
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Step 2: Set up new device

9. In the Which Device? section, tap 
on your old device from the list.

10. If you want to restore all apps and 
settings, tap Restore, or tap the 
down arrow to select specific apps 
and settings to restore.

11. Tap Restore to retrieve apps and 
settings from the Google Account.

12. Complete initial device setup (fingerprint security, carrier- or 
manufacturer-specific apps) and update the apps on the new phone.

13. Open Photos to make sure that your pictures and videos have 
all synced from the old Android device.

These setup steps and device screens may vary slightly depending on the Android version and 
what the customizations were added by the device manufacturer and/or carrier.
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